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This journal has been created especially for home brewers who like to keep track of their batches,

and log the outcome of every brewing experiment. Besides the antique look, everything in this

notebook has a function; from reference charts to tasting notes. It took 9 months to develop the

Brew Journal, from concept to launch. Why so long? Because we fine tuned several aspects during

this process. Now, the final product counts with: 100+ Hops Charts, 90+ Yeast Strains Chart, Unit

Conversion Table, Color Reference Alcohol By Volume Reference Chart, Glassware Reference

Chart, Space for 70+ recipes and a Pen Holder. The Brew Journal is made with PU leather - the

closest material to real leather and it has a really nice fell to it, besides the antique look. It's the

perfect place for your craft beer recipes!
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This journal has been created especially for home brewers who like to keep track of their batches,

and log the outcome of every brewing experiment. Besides the antique look, everything in this

notebook has a function; from reference charts to tasting notes. It took 9 months to develop the

Brew Journal, from concept to launch. Why so long? Because we fine tuned several aspects during

this process. Now, the final product counts with: 100+ Hops Charts, 90+ Yeast Strains Chart, Unit

Conversion Table, Color Reference Alcohol By Volume Reference Chart, Glassware Reference

Chart, Space for 70+ recipes and a Pen Holder. The Brew Journal is made with PU leather 

the closest material to real leather and it has a really nice fell to it, besides the antique look.

ItÃ¢Â€Â™s the perfect place for your craft beer recipes!

It's important to keep track of your brewing if you want to improve, or if you want to be able to repeat



your successes. Well, this is THE brew journal. I've been brewing for 9+ years and have used many

things to keep track of my brew days. BeerSmith works great, but I want a hard copy for reference

and something to track each step better. I've tried other logs, made spreadsheets, etc, but NONE of

them are as helpful as this log. There are a bunch of great reference sheets and guides that help,

even a section on hops with substitution suggestions and basic profiles to help with recipe

formulation. The log sheets are very clean looking, with plenty space for all the details of the brew

session. There are plenty pages for your entries, so this along with the FANTASTIC construction of

the book will ensure you have it for many brew days. I definitely recommend you try it, as I can't see

myself using anything else for my hard copies! I've already labeled the inside cover as "Log 1" as I

know I'll be buying another when it's full.

I bought this as a gift for my husband for Father's Day (from our kids to him). When I initially opened

it up I was blown away by the quality of the journal. I especially love how all the reference charts

were made available right there. He loved his gift, can't wait to use it.

My son, who is brewing his own craft beers now, loves this journal. Plenty of room for writing and

includes suggestions and ideas and recipes to try.

I purchased this as a gift for my husband as we have recently begun home brewing. Specifically, my

husband has mentioned he wants to break away from the "kits" and start experimenting on his own.

I thought this journal would be a great place to keep all of his notes in one single place. My husband

was extremely thrilled with the gift. He especially thought all the helpful charts were "pretty cool."

You can tell a lot of thought went into the organization of it.

Man, this thing is amazing! I just recently started brewing and at first I was just writing down notes

on a sticky pad. That is until I saw this one day. This journal comes in handy in so many ways, not

only to keep track of the recipe, and to determine the color, Abv, and more, but it also has a tasting

notes section so I can write down the feedback from my tasters (coworkers) so that I can tweak the

recipe to make it better. When I fill this journal up, I will be coming back for another!

Very well thought out in design. Seems to be good quality and have already started with my first

entry covering an Oktoberfest brew...



Bought this as a gift for my beer-brewing husband. One of the best gifts I've gotten him. He uses it

often.

it is a gift for Christmas. I was VERY HAPPY with the appearance of the book and am excited to

give this to my sweetie!
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